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Abstract: Today, simulator technology has been widely used as an important part of quadrotor
development such as validation and testing. A good quadrotor simulator can simulate the quadrotor
system as closely as possible to the real one. Therefore, in case of multi-quadrotor simulator, the
simulator should not only can simulate a multi-quadrotor system, but also every quadrotor should be
able to leverage their own resources. To solve this issues, in this paper, we present a hypervisor-based
multi-quadrotor simulator. We used RT-Xen as hypervisor, a real-time Xen hypervisor. To ensure
every quadrotor runs in real-time manner, we implemented quadrotor simulator in Litmus-RT which
is a real-time extension of Linux. In this paper, we conducted some testing and performance evalua-
tion for particular cases on our multi-quadrotor simulator: step-input responses, computation time,
and response times. Based on the performance evaluation, our hypervisor-based multi-quadrotor
simulator environment is proven to meet the real-time requirements. The results show that three
important tasks in quadrotor system: Stability Controllability Augmented System (SCAS), Equation
of Motion (EOM), and waypoint following task, are finished before their deadlines; in fact, 20 ms,
10 ms, and 40 ms before the deadlines for SCAS, EOM, and waypoint following, respectively.

Keywords: real-time simulator; multi-quadrotor simulator; hypervisor; waypoint following

1. Introduction

Today, quadrotor UAVs play a major role in many aspect of human life. Quadrotors
have been used ranging from surveillance [1], photography [2,3], agriculture [4], to quadro-
tor racing [5]. On the top of that, some implementations such as surveillance, is using
more than one quadrotor (multi-quadrotor) in order to get more benefits. The advantage of
quadrotor compared to other type of UAV is hovering ability. Furthermore, due to excellent
maneuvering capability, quadrotors are able to do a mission with any kind of environment.

In the case of multi-quadrotor system, some circumstances such as flight formation
and coordination, need to be computed carefully to avoid a collision between quadrotors.
The environmental conditions and situations may also affect the stability of the quadrotor,
either as a group or as a single quadrotor. The quadrotor may face some obstacles, different
elevations, or even complex fight route that makes the quadrotor fly abruptly that may
also affect the quadrotor stabilization. Besides that, every quadrotor in the group must
be ensured in a stable state so it does not affect the stability of other quadrotor in the
group. Therefore, the control performance of quadrotor is very important to ensure the
stabilization of quadrotor.

On the scheduling point of view, quadrotor system can be abstracted as periodic task
models. Each task at least has two parameters: period and execution time. This periodic
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task model first was introduced by Liu and Layland [6] in which every task has two param-
eters: periods and execution time. In our typical quadrotor system, each quadrotor has four
tasks: Equation of Motion (EOM) task, Stability Controllability Augmented System (SCAS)
task, Waypoint following task and Network task. This task specification is responsible for
specific function in quadrotor which will be explained in Section 3. Therefore, quad-rotor
system needs a middleware or operating system to handle task scheduling.

In robotics community, Robot Operating System (ROS) plays an important role for
processing tasks of robot [7]. ROS is a robotics middleware that provides a framework for
developing robot software. However, although ROS is also popular in quadrotor simula-
tion, ROS is not real-time. Generally, quadrotor is a hard-real-time system, meaning that
all tasks should meet their deadline because any deadline miss could bring an accident
to the quadrotor indirectly. Therefore, RTOS or real-time middleware is recommended
as middleware of quadrotor system. There are many RTOS and real-time middleware
available, either closed or open-source, for example: Linux, FreeRTOS, Real Time Applica-
tion Interface (RTAI), VxWorks, Linux Testbed for Multiprocessor Scheduling in Real-Time
(Litmus-RT), etc. With these RTOSs, tasks are guaranteed not to miss deadlines.

On the other hand, simulator technology is widely used as an important part of
quadrotor development. Quadrotor simulator also useful for validation and testing. Engi-
neers and researchers also use simulator to simulate quadrotor missions and its interactions
with environments before they conduct a real-life experiment. Accidents can occur when
something unexpected happens to the system, such as bugs, calculation errors, and design
errors which can be fatal for quadrotor in real life implementation. These circumstances are
even more complex in multi-quadrotor system. Hence, multi-quadrotor simulator platform
is needed to reduce losses caused by a physical accident during flight tests. The main
contributions of this paper includes:

• Providing a real-time simulator for multi-quadrotor;
• Developing a real-time-hypervisor based quadrotor simulator which makes each

quadrotor can have resources independently to other quadrotors;
• Implementing a waypoint following simulation of multi-quadrotor using this platform

which proven our multi-quadrotor simulator environment is feasible to be used as a
testbed for any multi-quadrotor experiment; and

• Providing a performance evaluation and analysis, by recording a step-input responses,
computation time, and response times of tasks.

In this paper, we develop a real-time multi-quadrotor simulator environment in
hypervisor. In our simulator environment, each quadrotor simulator is run on a separate
virtual machine (called domain). This separation allows each quadrotor to leverage its
own resources (processor core) as if it were in real quadrotor. Hypervisor used in our
simulator environment is RT-Xen, an open-source virtualization platform with real-time
performance guarantees [8] (explained in Section 3.3). And for each domain, to guarantee
a real-time performance, we installed Litmus-RT [9,10] which is a real-time extension of
Linux (explained in Section 3.3).

2. Related Works

There are some researchers who have developed their own quadrotor simulator for
their own particular purpose. MATLAB-Simulink is one of the most popular tools for
developing an UAV simulator, even though it is hardly to simulate in real-time manner.
In [11], a MATLAB-based quadrotor simulator has been developed to check the validity of
the dynamic model and control algorithms of their in-house quadrotor. This paper [12]
also uses MATLAB-Simulink for modeling and control algorithms. In [13], a quadrotor sim-
ulator platform and environment model has been implemented using MATLAB-Simulink
with various sensors.

There are some widely known quadrotor simulator, either developed by quadrotor
company for their own type of quadrotor or open-source simulator, for example: DJI
Flight Simulator [14] and RotorS. DJI Flight Simulator is designed for enterprise users of
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DJI drones. RotorS is a Gazebo-based UAV simulator which also provides some specific
multi-quadrotor models [15]. Gazebo is an open-source robot simulator which is also
integrated with Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) as a physics engine, and OpenGL as an
API for graphics rendering. RotorS developed by the Autonomous Systems Lab of ETH
Zurich. But, both Gazebo and RotorS do not provide enough support for a quadrotor
simulator environment.

The implementation of quadrotor simulator can be even more complex when it comes
to multi-quadrotor system, since there must be some interaction between these quadro-
tors. A real-time multi-UAV simulator in [16] was implemented in hardware-in-the-loop
manner by using fixed-wing UAV as a model. But, this paper only provides a distributed
architecture of multi-UAV simulator. Moreover, other focus of this research is CommLibX,
a communication framework between simulation modules through virtual channels.

Other research, for example in [17], developed a ‘near-real-time’ simulation envi-
ronment for multi-UAV called MUSE (Multiple UAV Simulation Environment). In this
simulation environment, each Simulink-based UAV runs on each individual PC connected
through UDP network to the Ground Control Station (GCS). However, to do a simulation
using this environment is very costly, especially when more UAVs are needed, because it
needs one PC for one simulator.

The Drone Watch and Rescue (DWR) in [18] was developed using web development
technologies in client-server manner. Clients can run this simulator through any HTML5
web browser by sending a request to the server. The server which is responsible for the
core of simulator would run quadrotor simulator after receiving any client’s request. But,
in this simulator, the client is only receives and shows on the client’s screen the status
of simulation, not runs the quadrotor simulator. Therefore, when running a multi-UAV
simulator, all processes of all UAVs are executed in server.

OpenUAV [7] offers a quadrotor simulator environment by leveraging Containers as a
Service (CaaS) that makes users carry out simulation on the cloud. The core component of
quadrotor simulator of OpenUAV was developed using Robot Operating System (ROS),
Gazebo, and Docker (CaaS platform). But in this simulator, each quadrotor only uses
containers, it does not own resource independently.

3. Proposed Model
3.1. Quadrotor Simulator Configuration

A typical configuration of quadrotor simulator environment contains Ground Control
Station (GCS) and quadrotor. GCS is a node (usually PC) that is responsible for mission
control of quadrotor and the monitor of the entire system. The user can implement any
mission control related plan such as flight mode (autonomous or manual flight), formation
flight, trajectory plan, mission plan (depending on the additional features of quadrotors),
and many more. Sometimes, in GCS, the pilot/user can also control the quadrotor manually
like flying an aircraft. Other than that, the user can monitor some data of quadrotor in
GCS. The quadrotor sends particular data periodically to the GCS through a network such
as status, position, real-time visual of quadrotor point-of-view (POV). In simulator, based
on the data received from quadrotors, user can add a 2D/3D visualization of quadrotor.
Figure 1 shows a configuration of our multi-quadrotor simulator environment which
consists of three PCs: GCS and two groups of quadrotors (group 1 and group 2). Each
group consists of four quadrotors.
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Figure 1. Configuration of multi-quadrotor simulator.

3.2. Quadrotor Model

In general, the quadrotor simulator system can be divided into two parts: EOM and
SCAS. QRSim in Figure 2 shows our quadrotor model which consists of quadrotor plant
(EOM), SCAS and Waypoint Folowing (and Formation). EOM (blue box) is a quadrotor
plant that defines a non-linear dynamic of quadrotor. In real-life experiment, EOM is equal
to the quadrotor itself. Control part is a computer (sometimes an embedded computer)
that computes all control related algorithm. Control can be divided into two parts: the
inner loop (local control) and the outer loop (group control). In our quadrotor simulator,
local control handles a SCAS for quadrotor stabilization, UDP communication and health
monitor. Meanwhile group control handles mission tasks, such as flight formation and
waypoint following. Table 1 shows a list of variables that involved in this research.

Figure 2. Quadrotor model.

Periodically, each quadrotor sends their state variables to the GCS for monitoring
and visualization on GCS. Each quadrotor group has one quadrotor that act as a leader
of the group. The quadrotor followers send their state variables to the leader, then the
leader passes these variables along with its own variables to the GCS, as seen in Figure 3.
In exchange of these state variables, some commands (lift_cmd, pitch_cmd, roll_cmd,
yaw_cmd), are sent from the GCS to every leader of the group. These commands are from
direct user manual input or pre-defined waypoint following plan (detailed in Section 3.5).
For the quadrotor followers, the commands are received from their quadrotor leader.
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Table 1. The list of variables.

Symbols Meaning

x forward position (m)
y side position (m)
z vertical position (m)
u forward velocity (m/s)
v side velocity (m/s)
w vertical velocity (m/s)
θ pitch angle (deg)
φ roll angle (deg)
ψ yaw angle (deg)
p pitch velocity (deg/sec)
q roll velocity (deg/sec)
r yaw velocity (deg/sec)
δl lift control input (deg)
δr lateral control input (deg)
δp longitudinal control input (deg)
δy directional (yaw) control input (deg)

(a) Quadrotor Follower-Quadrotor Leader

(b) Quadrotor Leader-GCS

Figure 3. Data-Flow Diagram (DFD) of multi-quadrotor simulator.
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By using Newton’s law of motion (translational acceleration = force/mass, and rota-
tional acceleration = moment/moment of inertia), EOM of quadrotor can be written as a
non-linear first order differential equation as follows [19].

ẋ(t) =
dx(t)

dt
= f (x(t), u(t); t)

x(t) = [x y z u v w φ θ ψ p q r]

u(t) = [δl δr δp δy]

(1)

where, x(t) is a state variable vector of quadrotor, u(t) is a control input vector, and t is a
continuous time variable (sec). As mentioned above (and shown in Figure 2), these state
variables are the output of EOM process. So, in general the entire quadrotor simulation
process can be summarized into a block diagram in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. Block diagram of quadrotor simulation process.

Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode process of Stability Controllability Augmentation
System (SCAS). To compute quadrotor states, numerical integration computations are
needed [20]. In our quadrotor simulator, Euler integration method is used for integra-
tion computation which is the simplest integration method [21]. Algorithm 2 shows the
pseudocode process of EOM model for nonlinear dynamics of quadrotor simulation.

Besides SCAS and EOM, our quadrotor simulator environment also has a waypoint
following function handled by a group control task. Algorithm 3 shows pseudocode
process of waypoint following algorithm.

Algorithm 1: SCAS.

/* time: time variable (s) */
/* dt: time period (s) */
/* lift_cmd, pitch_cmd, roll_cmd, yaw_cmd: command input form GCS

*/
/* O1, O2, O3, O4: rotor speeds (rpm) */

1 Initialize: Read the parameters of SCAS
2 while true do
3 Receive command input from GCS: lift_cmd, pitch_cmd, roll_cmd, yaw_cmd
4 Compute scas_lift_cmd, proportional integral control (PI)
5 Compute scas_roll_cmd, proportional integral control (PI)
6 Compute scas_pitch_cmd, proportional integral control (PI)
7 Compute scas_yaw_cmd, proportional integral control (PI)
8 Compute rotor speeds (rpm): O1, O2, O3, O4
9 Update time: time = time + dt
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Algorithm 2: EOM Model.

/* time: time variable (s) */
/* dt: sampling time (s) */
/* x, y, z: forward, side, and vertical positions (m) */
/* φ, θ, ψ: roll, pitch and yaw angle (rad) */
/* X, Y, Z: forces (N) */
/* L, M, N: moments (Nm) */
/* u, v, w: translational velocities (m/s) */
/* p, q, r: rotational velocities (rad/s) */
/* u̇, v̇, ẇ: translational acceleration (m/s2) */
/* ṗ, q̇, ṙ: rotational acceleration (rad/s2) */
/* O1, O2, O3, O4: rotor speeds (rpm) */
/* f1, f2, f3, f4: rotor forces (N) */
/* m, g, Ix, Iy, Izx, b, c, d, l: parameters of quadrotor system */

1 Initialize: Read the parameters of quadrotor system
2 Read the initial state of quadrotor (x, y, z, u, v, w, φ, θ, ψ, p, q, r)
3 while true do
4 Read/get rotor speeds: O1, O2, O3, O4
5 Compute rotor forces: f1, f2, f3, f4
6 Compute quadrotor forces: X, Y, Z Compute quadrotor moments: L, M, N
7 Compute quadrotor translational acceleration (Newton’s law, f orces/mass):

u̇, v̇, ẇ
8 Compute quadrotor rotational acceleration (Newton’s law, moments/inertia):

ṗ, q̇, ṙ
9 Compute quadrotor velocity (Euler integration of acceleration): u, v, w, p, q, r

10 Compute quadrotor position (Euler integration of velocity): x, y, z
11 Update time: time = time + dt

3.3. Tools
3.3.1. RT-Xen Hypervisor

Real-Time Xen (RT-Xen) is an open-source virtualization platform for systems integra-
tion with real-time performance guarantees. RT-Xen is an extension of Xen, an open-source
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) with real-time performance requirements [22]. Unlike a
mainstream Type-2 hypervisor such as VM Player, Virtual Box Xen, which runs on conven-
tional OS, Xen is a Type-1 hypervisor that runs directly on hardware. RT-Xen bridges the
gap between hierarchical real-time scheduling theory and virtualization technologies for
real-time computing on virtualized environment [8]. In our quadrotor simulator, we use
RT-Xen 2.2 based on Xen 4.6. Figure 5 shows Xen scheduling architecture.

Figure 5. Xen scheduling architecture [23].
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3.3.2. Litmus-RT

Litmus-RT is an extension of Linux kernel which focuses on real-time scheduling and
synchronization [24]. The latest version of Litmus-RT is based on Linux 4.9.30. Litmus-
RT provides abstractions and interfaces within kernel that allows to change the active
scheduling policy in runtime. Other than that, for implementation purpose, Litmus-RT
also provides additional system calls for real-time tasks [9,10]. In our quadrotor simulator
experiment, we use one of program skeleton provided by Litmus-RT, base_mt_task.c, for
setting up a multi-threaded real-time task [25]. Meanwhile, the scheduling policy used in
our quadrotor simulator experiment is GSN-EDF which is Global Earliest-Deadline-First
(EDF) scheduling. Detailed explanation of quadrotor simulator implementation using
Litmus-RT is already published in our previous paper [19].

Algorithm 3: Waypoint Following.

/* cwpt: current waypoint */
/* nwpt: number of waypoint */
/* lift_cmd, pitch_cmd, roll_cmd, yaw_cmd: command input form GCS */
/* waypoint: the waypoint position (coordinates) data */
/* distance: the distance of current position to the next waypoint

*/
/* alt_uav: the current altitude of quadrotor */
/* alt_dmd: the demanded altitude of the waypoint */
/* hdg_uav: the current heading of quadrotor */
/* hdg_dmd: the demanded heading of the waypoint */
/* dsmall: the small value of distance */

1 Initialize: Read the waypoint
2 while cwpt < nwpt do
3 Compute the distance
4 Compute alt_uav = get_alt_uav()
5 Compute alt_dmd = get_alt_dmd()
6 if alt_uav 6= alt_dmd then
7 Update lift_cmd

8 Compute hdg_uav = get_hdg_uav()
9 Compute hdg_dmd = get_hdg_dmd()

10 if hdg_uav 6= hdg_dmd then
11 Update yaw_cmd

12 Moving forward: Update pitch_cmd
13 if hdg_uav 6= hdg_dmd then
14 Update yaw_cmd

15 if distance < dsmall then
16 cwpt+ = 1
17 pitch_cmd = 0

3.3.3. Feather-Trace

Feather-Trace is an open-source light-weight event tracing tools for RTOS on Intel pro-
cessors [26]. There are some advantages using feather-trace as a tracing tool: multiprocessor-
safe, low overhead, and wait-free. Multiprocessor-safe means tracing activities on one
processor never affect other processors. Feather-trace can be downloaded from the web-
site [27] or can be obtained as a companion software of Litmus-RT [24].

In this paper, we used two tools from feather-trace: st-trace-schedule and
st-jobs-stat. The st-trace-schedule tool is used for tracing all scheduling de-
cisions during simulation. The result of this tracing tool is recorded in BIN file. Further-
more, to obtain a job statistics and tracing result from BIN file in readable file format,
st-jobs-stat tool is used.
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3.4. System Architecture

For experiment purposes, we design and implement a hypervisor-based quadrotor
simulator. In our quadrotor simulator environment, we used two PCs with RT-Xen hyper-
visor installed on each PC. Four domains are mounted on each PC which each domain is
installed with Linux based Litmus-RT. Each domain runs one quadrotor simulator, so each
PC represents a group of four quadrotor simulators. Then, both PCs are connected to the
GCS’s PC. Figure 6 shows an architecture of hypervisor-based quadrotor simulator.

Figure 6. Architecture of Hypervisor-based Quadrotor Simulator.

3.5. Task Configurations

There are five tasks in every quadrotor simulator: EOM, SCAS, UDP, Formation, and
Waypoint following. These tasks are computed periodically with various rate configura-
tions. These rates determine how many times the task is computed in one period of time.
The higher the rate, the more precise the computation will be. In this paper, we assume the
deadline of tasks are equal to the periods. Table 2 shows task configurations of quadrotors.

Table 2. Task configurations.

QR1 QR2 QR3 QR4 QR5 QR6 QR7 QR8

EOM 100 Hz 100 Hz 100 Hz 100
Hz 100 Hz 100

Hz 100 Hz 100
Hz

SCAS 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz
Wpt_Follow 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz
GCS_UDP 25 Hz - - - 25 Hz - - -
QR1_UDP - 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz - - - -
QR2_UDP 25 Hz - - - - - - -
QR3_UDP 25 Hz - - - - - - -
QR4_UDP 25 Hz - - - - - - -
QR5_UDP - - - - - 25 Hz 25 Hz 25 Hz
QR6_UDP - - - - 25 Hz - - -
QR7_UDP - - - - 25 Hz - - -
QR8_UDP - - - 25 Hz - - -

As shown in the DFD (Figure 3) before, since all quadrotor followers (QR2, QR3, QR4,
QR6, QR7 and QR8) are not connected to each other directly, they only make a connection
with their group leader (QR1 or QR5). Therefore, all connections between quadrotor
followers and GCS, or between groups, are through the quadrotor leaders.
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4. Experiments and Performance Evaluation
4.1. System Setup

Although there is no specific requirement for PC used in our quadrotor simulator
environment except for storage which needs at least 22 GB for each domain (linux re-
quirement), for experiment purpose in this research, we used two relatively similar PC
specifications in terms of number of cores and memory size (as shown in Table 3). In our
experiment, number of cores determines the maximum number of quadrotors involved in
flight simulation, since each VCPU represents one quadrotor.

Table 3. Hardware specification of PC1 and PC2.

PC1 PC2

No. of Cores 4 4
Memory 4 GB 4 GB

Disk 229.1 GB 297.9 GB

Table 4 shows the virtual machine (domain) specifications and configurations in PC1.

Table 4. The virtual machine specifications and configurations in PC1.

Virtual Machine Dom-1 VM Dom-2 VM Dom-3 VM Dom-4 VM

UAV No. QRSim1 QRSim2 QRSim3 QRSim4
Virtual CPU No. 1 1 1 1

Virtual RAM (KB) 1024 1024 1024 1024
Virtual HD (GB) 22 22 22 22

RTOS Litmus-RT Litmus-RT Litmus-RT Litmus-RT
Sched. Policy Global EDF Global EDF Global EDF Global EDF

UDP IP Address 10.0.0.11 10.0.0.12 10.0.0.13 10.0.0.14
Input Port No. 5001 5002 5003 5004

Output Port No. 4001 4002 4003 4004

Table 5 shows the virtual machine (domain) specification and configurations in PC2.

Table 5. The virtual machine specifications and configurations in PC2.

Virtual Machine Dom-1 VM Dom-2 VM Dom-3 VM Dom-4 VM

UAV No. QRSim5 QRSim6 QRSim7 QRSim8
Virtual CPU No. 1 1 1 1

Virtual RAM (KB) 1024 1024 1024 1024
Virtual HD (GB) 22 22 22 22

RTOS Litmus-RT Litmus-RT Litmus-RT Litmus-RT
Sched. Policy Global EDF Global EDF Global EDF Global EDF

UDP IP Address 10.0.0.15 10.0.0.16 10.0.0.17 10.0.0.18
Input Port No. 5005 5006 5007 5008

Output Port No. 4005 4006 4007 4008

For experiment purposes, the quadrotor model used in our experiment is a simple
generic model, and not a specific type/brands of quadrotor model. Table 6 below shows the
specifications of our generic quadrotor model. These quadrotor parameters are initialized
in EOM process, as seen in Algorithm 2.
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Table 6. Generic quadrotor model specifications.

Parameters Values Units

Mass (m) 1.0 kg
Thrust coefficient (b) 1.0 Ns2

Drag coefficient (d) 10.0 Nms2

x axis inertia (Ix) 1.0 kgm2

y axis inertia (Iy) 1.0 kgm2

z axis inertia (Iz) 1.0 kgm2

z-x axis inertia (Izx) 1.0 kgm2

Arm length (l) 1.25 m

4.2. Implementations

Our multi-quadrotor simulator environment is implemented using C programming
language. As mentioned in Figure 6, each PC runs four domains of quadrotors and one
domain for Domain-0. Domain-0 is responsible for controlling all domains (guest OSs) and
also has a driver for direct access to the hardware [8].

On GCS PC, GUI is divided into two windows: variable monitor and 3D Animations.
The Animations is implemented using OpenGL library. For simulation experiment, user
can fly either a single quadrotor or multi-quadrotor. In multi-quadrotor scenario, all
quadrotors will automatically fly in formation to avoid colliding with each other. Figure 7
shows the UI of GCS.

Figure 7. UI of GCS.

In our quadrotor simulator environment, there are two flight mode options: manual
flight and waypoint following. Manual flight is selected if the user wants to fly the
quadrotor manually using keyboard input or joystick. Meanwhile, waypoint following
flight simulates the quadrotor that follows a particular trajectories/waypoints. However,
in current implementation of multi-quadrotor simulation (both manual and waypoint
following flight), a group of quadrotors always flies in formation.

For waypoint following mission purpose, coordinates can be inputted either using
text file or arguments input in UI (terminal) by user. These waypoint input methods can
be done in GCS. There are at least three variables needed to be inputted for waypoint
following which is defined as a coordinate: x (position in x-axis), y (position in y-axis), and
z (altitude in z-axis).

For a formation flight of multi-quadrotor, every quadrotor will get waypoint data that
has been added by 2.5 m from the inputted coordinates, so every quadrotor will creates a
distance of 2.5 m radius accordingly. Therefore, GCS will sends a command based on these
waypoint coordinates to every quadrotor leader of group. This formation flight strategy is
important because it makes sure all quadrotors do not collide with each other, or too close
to other quadrotors.
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4.3. Step Input Response

Step input response is applied for knowing how each quadrotor system responds to
a sudden input. This kind of experiment is important because extreme deviation from
a steady state may have crucial effects on the quadrotor systems. Therefore, step input
response can gives information on the quadrotor stability. There are four kinds of step
input that have been applied: lift command, roll command, pitch command, and yaw
command. This similar step input response experiments on quadrotor simulator have been
published also in our previous paper [19]. The result of step input responses can be seen in
Figure 8 below.

(a) lift_cmd

(b) pitch_cmd

Figure 8. Cont.
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(c) roll_cmd

(d) yaw_cmd

Figure 8. Step–Input Response.

In Figure 8 above, it shows that the quadrotor system is back to the stable state several
seconds after the application of a step input. Besides that, positions and angles do not
come back to zero after 4 s for step-input of lift_cmd, after 7 s for step-input of pitch_cmd,
after 7 s for step-input of roll_cmd, and after 6 s for step-input of yaw_cmd. This means the
responses are stable and damped with small value of overshoot, settling time and steady
state error.

4.4. Waypoint Following Simulation

For experiment purpose, waypoint following simulation is conducted by multi-
quadrotor. The quadrotors fly from a starting point, following other designated waypoints
and back to the starting point. Figure 9 shows the example of waypoints following a route
by quadrotors group 1 and group 2.
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(a) Group 1 (QRSim1, QRSim2, QRSim3, QRSim4)

(b) Group 2 (QRSim5, QRSim6, QRSim7, QRSim8)

Figure 9. Waypoint following route.

The waypoint simulation has been conducted with five waypoints that were inputted
using text file. If waypoints are inputted directly using arguments in terminal, user can
simulate another route by inputting another set of waypoints by making the current
position of quadrotor as a starting point.

Figure 10 shows the distance between quadrotor followers and their quadrotor leader.
Following the initial distance between quadrotors mentioned in Section 4.2, Figure 10 also
shows that the positions of quadrotor followers are never too close to the quadrotor leader
during the present flight mission. Therefore, it can avoid collision between quadrotors.
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(a) Group 1 (QRSim1-QRSim4)

(b) Group 2 (QRSim5-QRSim8)

Figure 10. Distance of quadrotor followers from quadrotor leader.

4.5. Computation Time

Computation time is a time it takes to compute a particular task/thread. In our
quadrotor simulator, the computation time is recorded by getting the time right before
particular task (or thread) is called and after it is finished (right before and after each
process of Algorithms 1–3 is called). In this paper, three tasks are recorded: EOM task,
SCAS task, and Waypoint Following task, which are the three most important tasks in our
quadrotor simulator. Figure 11 below shows the computation time of EOM, SCAS, and
waypoint following tasks for every quadrotor during the flight mission shown in Figure 9.
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(a) QrSim1 (b) QrSim2

(c) QrSim3 (d) QrSim4

(e) QrSim5 (f) QrSim6

(g) QrSim7 (h) QrSim8

Figure 11. Computation time of QrSim.
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Table 7 shows the average and the maximum of computation times of EOM task,
SCAS task and waypoint following task. This table also shows that the computation time
of each quadrotor meets the real-time requirements (see the requirement in Table 2).

Table 7. The virtual machine specifications and configurations in PC2.

Quadrotors (QrSim)
Average Computation Time (ms) Maximum Computation Time (ms)

EOM SCAS Wayp. Follow. EOM SCAS Wayp. Follow.

QrSim1 0.0055107 0.0027917 0.0036287 0.0109673 0.0069141 0.0061989
QrSim2 0.0049138 0.0027917 0.0044234 0.0061989 0.0069141 0.0061989
QrSim3 0.0056747 0.0027291 0.0040734 0.0131130 0.0030994 0.0109673
QrSim4 0.0050829 0.0028441 0.0041343 0.0100136 0.0038147 0.0100136
QrSim5 0.0051370 0.0028644 0.0038536 0.0061989 0.0090599 0.0050068
QrSim6 0.0045114 0.0024806 0.0039195 0.0069141 0.0030994 0.0090599
QrSim7 0.0044420 0.0024687 0.0038519 0.0059605 0.0030994 0.0050068
QrSim8 0.0061329 0.0023943 0.0038654 0.0090599 0.0030994 0.0050068

4.6. Response Time

The system is considered real-time if the execution of task is completed before the
deadline. In general, there are two types of real-time system: soft real-time system, and
hard real-time system. Soft real-time system tolerates the deadline miss of task computation.
In contrast, hard real-time system does not tolerate any deadline miss. The distinction
between these two terms is based on the consequence of deadline miss to the system.
Particularly, in hard real-time system, the system must hit every deadline. Any deadline
miss occurring in the hard real-time system could be catastrophic. For example, if deadline
miss occurs on important tasks in quadrotor system, the quadrotor may crash.

The easiest way to identify whether the system hit or miss the deadline is to check the
response time of the task. Response time of task is the time between the task is released and
the task is finished. Therefore, with assumptions that the deadline is equal to the period,
the system is guaranteed not to miss the deadline as long as the response time is no longer
than the period.

In our quadrotor simulator, the response time is recorded using one of feather-trace
tools: st-trace-schedule. This tool traces all events during simulation, from start to
finish. Then, st-job-stats tool produces a CSV file of task statistics of tracing result.
Table 8 shows the average response time, maximum response time and the appearance of
deadline miss on each quadrotor, obtained by feather-trace tools.

Table 8. Response times and the appearance of deadline miss on quadrotor simulators

Average Response
Times (ms)

Maximum Response
Times (ms) Deadline Miss?

QrSim1 0.11657189 7.196699 0
QrSim2 0.12546295 3.921376 0
QrSim3 0.11671483 3.382988 0
QrSim4 0.13197191 3.377784 0
QrSim5 0.12608457 7.499158 0
QrSim6 0.1210677 11.069232 0
QrSim7 0.12375752 6.508314 0
QrSim8 0.1187417 6.888683 0

Based on the task configurations shown in Table 2 before, since it assumes the deadline
of tasks are equal to their periods, which are 100 Hz (10 ms) for EOM task, 50 Hz (20 ms)
for SCAS task, and 25 Hz (40 ms) for waypoint following task. Therefore, according to
Table 7, all tasks hit the shortest period (10 ms). Specifically for QrSim6, the 11.069232 ms of
maximum response times is owned by one of QrSim6’s tasks which has a period of 40 ms.
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5. Conclusions
5.1. Discussions

It is noted that the main purpose of developing a quadrotor simulator is for validation
and testing in quadrotor development. The quadrotor simulator also can be used as
a testbed for quadrotor related research before real-life experiment. Following these
purposes, there are some advantages of our quadrotor simulator environment in this
research as follows.

• The proposed model is based on real-time hypervisor, so that it can be used for
simulation in heterogeneous computing (multi-platform UAV).

• Our quadrotor simulator is real-time guaranteed because the tasks implemented in
our quadrotor simulator are a real-time tasks that run in Litmus-RT.

• Our quadrotor simulator environment also provides a manual flight mode using
any type control input such as joystick, keyboard, etc. So it can be used for drone
pilot training.

• Our quadrotor simulator also can be further developed to Software-In-The-Loop-
Simulation (SILS) and Hardware-In-The-Loop-Simulation (HILS) configuration.

Along with some advantages, our quadrotor simulator environment in this research
also has some disadvantages.

• SCAS used in our quadrotor simualtor is Proportional Integratioj (PI) control.
• The quadrotor data used for our quadrotor simulator is generic quadrotor, not a data

from real quadrotor.

5.2. Concluding Remark

In this paper, we have presented our multi-quadrotor simulator in hypervisor environ-
ment. Our multi-quadrotor simulator offers a new approach to develop a multi-quadrotor
simulator that almost resembles the real-life quadrotor by leveraging hypervisor technolo-
gies (RT-Xen). By using RT-Xen, we have made a multi-quadrotor simulator environment
in which four quadrotors can run independently in one PC with their own computing
resources, without compromising real-time principles. To ensure all tasks in every quadro-
tor simulator (domain) run in real-time, we have developed a quadrotor simulator using
Litmus-RT, a real-time extension of Linux. In this paper, we have also developed multi-
quadrotor simulation features, waypoint following and flight formation, which prove that
our multi-quadrotor simulator environment is suitable to be used as a testbed for any kind
of multi-quadrotor applications.

In this paper we have conducted step-input response tests which show there is no
problem with stabilization of inner-loop control. In addition, we also have recorded the
computation time of three important tasks, which shows there is no problem with the
performance of the quadrotor. Furthermore, we also have traced and recorded the response
time, which shows that three important tasks in quadrotor system: Stability Controllability
Augmented System (SCAS), Equation of Motion (EOM), and waypoint following task, are
finished before their deadlines; in fact, 20 ms, 10 ms, and 40 ms before the deadlines for
SCAS, EOM, and waypoint following, respectively.

In general, multi-quadrotor simulator is a testbed for quadrotor research and de-
velopment. Therefore, there are some future work possibilities and focuses based on
this paper:

• Further study and research on flight control in group UAV configuration.
• Further study and research on the distance between the different drones of different

groups and its relation with aerodynamic interference.
• Using another specific types/brands quadrotor model, especially for Urban Air Mo-

bility implementations.
• Other multi-quadrotor missions and control researches area : collision avoidance,

autonomous flight, multi-quadrotor reconnaissance mission, AI-based control.
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• A new task model for real-time multi-quadrotor simulator, such as mixed-critical
real-time systems and multi-rate task model.

• A new scheduling model or scheduling algorithm for hierarchical real-time systems.
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